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horiBontal water surface.
wa. developed. Thi. method has
A new method, using a horizontal optical path

crosB &

several advantages:

.

.

and i. thu. le...en.itiv, to vibrations.
The light ore.... no horizontal water .nrface.
the water trough a. a bypa...
The method can be u.ed ’inline’ by u.ing

repeated.
The measurements can be readily and quickly

mirror that i. moved on a precision track
The disadvantages are that it use. a corner cube
component, in or near the water, which
that needs careful alignment, and there are many
thus need to be selected carefully.
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Apparatus

of water, with a flat
The present design consists of a He^Cd laser, a 2.5 meter trough
suspended from an adjustable
quartz entrance window at one end, a comer cube mirror
sphere. Figure 1 is a
precision track, and an optically sensitive diode in an integrating
schematic of the apparatus.
reflecting mirror
a
The intensity of the He-Cd laser can be monitored using partially
stable to make
sufficiently
to be
and a second diode; however, the laser beam was found
this unnecessary.

track. The corner cube
The laser beam is adjusted to be parallel to the precision
parallel and displaced from the
mirror will reflect the laser back along a path that is
the reflected hght.
incident beam. The integrating sphere is placed to intercept
in intensity aa the mirror
The attenuation can be measured by observing the change
length through the water. Care must
is moved along the track, changing the optical path
laser beam hght and doe. not
be taken that the mirror moves parallel to the incident
sphere at the same spot.
rotate, so that the reflected beam always enter, the integrating
The precision track can be adjusted to remove local non-umfonmtiea.
integrating sphere, which
The light intensity is measured by the optical diode in the
voltage i. measured with a
produces a voltage proportional to the light intensity. The
three and a half digit DVM.
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Method

and ensuring that the
The laser i. aligned by placing a grid target over the mirror
full length of the trac..Fine
laser beam hits the mirror at the same .pot for the
target in front of the integrating
adjustment, to the track are then made by placing a grid
a. the mirror i. moved
sphere and ensuring that the reflected beam doe. not wander
along the track.
information i, used to
Once the .y.tem i. aligned, a ’dry’ run is performed. Thi.
’correct’ the measurement
the accuracy of the alignment, and the data i. used to
on the water.
three run. are taken, each with
The trough i. filled with the water to be .ampled and
of 3 meter..
20 measurement, .pread over an optical path change
be the initial intensity. The
The measurement at the .horte.t di.tance i, a..amed to
of the three ratio, of intensity
relative intensity at any distance i. taken a. the average

measure

initial intensity. An error of 0.5% is assigned to these relative intensities; this is the
reading error on the measurements, and seems to also be approximately the
rcproducibility of the results. This is probably a reasonable estimate, since the %2 for the
fits appear to be in the right range.
For the ’corrected’ intensity, the relative intensities for the measurements on water
data from
are divided by the relative intensity for the ’dry’ run at the same position. The
the
called
an
attenuation,
the ’dry* run ie also analysed as though it represented
equivalent attenuation length, giving some indication of the precision with which we can
expect a measurement to be made.
The data is handled using PAW. The data is fit to an exponential using the standard
PAW fitting routines, and then plotted.
over
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Results

The track can be adjusted so that the ’dry’ run gives an equivalent attenuation
that the
length of about 700 meters, certainly good enough for SNO. However, it is found
before an accurate
alignment changes with time, and the track needs to be realigned
a
measurement can be made on very clear water. The track waa typically adjusted to
affected by any
precision such that the measurements on the water were not significantly
residual misalignment.
The attenuation length waa measured for tap water, water after the 3 micron filter,
water in the
water after the reverse osmosis stage, and water after the ionpurc stage. The
are
redrculation cycle was also measured. The figures showing some of the results
water
included; the figures for the uncorrccted data are shown for all sets, and for the
also
from the ionpure stage the figures for the corrected data and the ’dry’ run are
table.
included. The results for all data are shown in the following

Water Sample
Tap water
3 micron filter

Reverse Osmosis
Ionpurc
Redrculation
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Dry Run equivalent
Corrected
Uncorrected
attenuation length attenuation length attenuation length
1.80–0.01 m
4.36–0.03 m

31.9–1.3

150.t^’
70.4:^

m
m
m

1.86m
4.77m
34.2m
192. m
78.2m

50.7
48.8
455.
697.
719.

m
m
m
m
m

Discussion

water. With
The track was adjusted to a predsion appropriate to the clarity of the
attenuation lengths of a few
care, the apparatus can be adjusted to reliably measure
all these
hundred meters, more than adequate for SNO. It should be pointed out that
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required to resolve this problem.
» expected to
light, where the
The tests should be repeated with UV
but also easier to measure accurately.
larger, and thus more important,

attenu^on
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Conclusion

foreseen at this time.
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Figure 1

- Schematic of Apparatus
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Constor^0.2987|E-02– i0.3029E|-02
Slope j-0.1435E-04– i0.1166E-04
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